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Abstract: An accurate state of charge (SOC) estimation of the on-board lithium-ion battery is of
paramount importance for the efficient and reliable operation of electric vehicles (EVs). Aiming to
improve the accuracy and reliability of battery SOC estimation, an improved adaptive Cubature
Kalman filter (ACKF) is proposed in this paper. The battery model parameters are online identified
with the forgetting factor recursive least squares (FRLS) algorithm so that the accuracy of SOC
estimation can be further improved. The proposed method is evaluated by two driving cycles,
i.e., the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and the Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS),
and compared with the existing unscented Kalman filter (UKF) and standard CKF algorithms to
verify its superiority. The experimental results reveal that comparing with the UKF and standard
CKF, the improved ACKF algorithm has a faster convergence rate to different initial SOC errors with
higher estimation accuracy. The root mean square error of SOC estimation without initial SOC error
is less than 0.5% under both the NEDC and FUDS cycles.
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1. Introduction

With the issues related to industrial development and environmental pollution, electric vehicles
have been rapidly developed and promoted in recent years as an environmentally friendly mode of
transportation. The lithium-ion battery’s features include high energy density, a long lifetime, and a
low self-discharge rate, and it accordingly has been widely utilized to be the energy storage system
of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and pure electric vehicles (PEVs). However, its lifetime
feature is well-known to be affected by many factors, such as charge/discharge current, temperature,
unbalance in battery cells, depth of charge/discharge, damage evolution caused by the interaction of
electrochemical and mechanical phenomena, and the cyclic charge/discharge process [1–7]. Therefore,
in order to prolong the battery’s lifetime as well as to ensure the battery operates reliability and
safety, battery management systems (BMS) have to be developed to monitor and control the whole
operating process of lithium-ion batteries [8]. As an indicator of the battery’s remaining capacity,
the state of charge (SOC) is one of the most critical parameters needed to be accurately predicted.
Nevertheless, as an essentially implicit state of the battery, the SOC cannot be directly measured by
sensors. Additionally, it is influenced by different types of battery materials and operating conditions [9,10].
Therefore, SOC estimation has been widely studied and many algorithms have been developed to
acquire precise SOC values. According to whether a battery model is needed to be established,
these SOC estimation methodologies can be roughly categorized as non-model-based methods and
model-based methods.
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The non-model based methods typically include the look-up table method, the Ampere-hour
integral or Coulomb counting method [11,12], the open-circuit voltage method [13], the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy method [14], and machine learning based methods (e.g., artificial neural
networks [15,16], fuzzy logic models, and support vector machines [17,18]). For example, Dang et al. [15]
investigated open-circuit voltage-based SOC estimation by using a dual neural network fusion battery
model. Anto’n et al. [17] studied the usage of a support vector machine in lithium-ion battery
SOC estimation. Li et al. [19] combined a 12-input-2-level merged fuzzy neural network with a
reduced-form generic algorithm to predict battery SOC. These non-model-based methods are featured
with open-loop estimators, so they have several shortcomings. Firstly, they are incapable of correcting
errors caused by factors regardless of inaccurate initial SOC values, measurement noises, or model
uncertainties. Secondly, a large number of training data covering all of the driving conditions is
required in order to improve the estimation accuracy of the machine learning-based methods, otherwise
a large prediction error will be caused by the uncertainty of the new data set. However, it is a huge
challenge and time-consuming to collect the large amount of training data needed. Compared with the
non-model-based methods, the model-based filtering estimation approaches featured with closed-loop
estimators can online correct estimating deviation caused by initial SOC errors, measurement noises,
and parameter uncertainties.

Among the model-based methods, the Kalman filter (KF)-based SOC estimation methods have
the merits of self-correction, online computation, and the availability of dynamic SOC estimation. They
have accordingly been widely studied and commonly used in online SOC estimation. The Kalman
filter was originally proposed to estimate the state of linear systems. Later, in order to introduce the
KF estimator into nonlinear systems, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the unscented Kalman
filter (UKF) were developed. The EKF-based and UKF-based methods for battery SOC estimation
have been investigated in [20–40], respectively. However, some intrinsic shortcomings of the EKF
limit its application in practice. For instance, large errors are possibly caused by the linearizing
process of the highly nonlinear battery system. Furthermore, computation of the Jacobian matrix
is complicated and may lead to filter instability. Compared with the EKF, the UKF can reduce the
estimation error and does not need to calculate the complicated Jacobian matrix. Nevertheless, the EKF
and UKF algorithms are both subject to divergence or the curse of dimensionality or both [41]. Later,
the cubature Kalman filter (CKF), which is suitable for state estimation of high-order nonlinear systems,
was proposed on the basis of the radial-spherical cubature rule [42,43]. In the CKF algorithm, a set
of 2n points (where n represents the state-vector dimension) is employed to simulate the mean and
covariance of states of nonlinear systems suffering from additive Gaussian noise. The process noise
covariance and measurement noise covariance are well-known to have a distinct influence on the
filtering performance and stability of the KF algorithms. In standard EKF, UKF, and CKF, both the
process noise covariance and measurement noise covariance are considered to be constant and their
values need to be pre-specified by a trial-and-error process which is time-consuming, laborious,
and error-prone. Additionally, for battery SOC estimation, inappropriate values of the noise covariance
are very likely to result in a large estimation error. Therefore, an adaptive cubature Kalman filter (ACKF)
was presented in [44] to improve the SOC estimation accuracy through the voltage residual-based
updating law. However, the converged root mean square error (RMSE) of SOC estimation wildly
fluctuates with different initial SOC errors. In addition, the battery model parameters are determined
by an offline identification method. In fact, however, the battery parameters are changeable during the
discharge or charge process. It is accordingly essential to identify the battery model parameters online.

Aiming to improve the SOC estimation accuracy, in this paper, an adaptive cubature Kalman filter
is presented based on the improved Sage–Husa estimator. The values of the process noise covariance
matrix and the measurement noise covariance matrix are both adaptively updated according to the
output voltage residual sequence of the battery model. Besides, the process noise variance matrix
and the measurement noise variance matrix can be ensured to always be non-negative, qualitative,
and symmetric, preventing deviation of the SOC estimation results. To establish an accurate battery
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model, which is of benefit to further improve the accuracy of SOC estimation, the forgetting factor
recursive least squares (FRLS) algorithm is applied to update the battery model parameters online.
Experiments based on the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and Federal Urban Driving Schedule
(FUDS) cycles are carried out for the assessment of the performance of SOC estimation algorithms.
In addition, the proposed method is compared with the traditional CKF and UKF algorithms in terms
of estimation accuracy and convergence rate to different initial SOC errors.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the battery state space equation
based on the Thevenin equivalent circuit model is derived in detail, and the online identification of
the battery model parameters using the forgetting factor recursive least squares method is introduced.
Section 3 presents the principle of the ACKF-based SOC estimation algorithm. The SOC estimation
results are presented and discussed in Section 4, and Section 5 draws the conclusions of the paper.

2. Battery Model and Online Parameters Estimation

2.1. State of Charge Definition

The expression of SOC must be firstly determined before estimating its value. This study uses
the traditional definition of the battery SOC, which is defined to be the ratio between the remaining
capacity and the nominal capacity formulated as:

SOC(t) = SOC(t0)−
1

Cn

∫ t

0
ηc IL(τ)dτ (1)

where SOC(t0) and SOC(t) are separately the SOC at time t0 and t, Cn is the nominal capacity of
the battery, IL(τ) is the battery current, which is assumed to be positive in the discharging process
but negative in the charging process herein, and ηc is the Coulombic efficiency, which is ignored in
this paper.

2.2. Battery Equivalent Circuit Model

A Kalman filter is a kind of algorithm which estimates the system state based on state-space
equations, and its estimated results are highly dependent on the system model’s accuracy. Thus,
an accurate battery model is needed to be established to estimate the SOC based on the Kalman
filters. On the other hand, the battery model to be used for online SOC estimation should not be too
complicated to reduce the computation cost of the embedded hardware. Therefore, equivalent circuit
models (ECMs) are widely used in battery SOC estimation since they have the merits of simplicity
and easy online implementation. The equivalent circuit model is a combination of a voltage source,
resistors, and capacitors, in which the battery dynamic voltage behaviors are characterized with
the resistor–capacitor (RC) ladders. The model is more accurate with more RC ladders, but more
complicated. In this paper, the Thevenin model with one RC parallel network is applied due to its
good balance between high model accuracy and low implementation complexity. Figure 1 shows the
Schematic of the selected Thevenin model.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Thevenin model of a lithium-ion battery. SOC: state of charge. 
Figure 1. Schematic of the Thevenin model of a lithium-ion battery. SOC: state of charge.
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In Figure 1, Uoc represents battery open-circuit voltage (OCV), Ro stands for ohmic resistor,
Rp is the polarization resistor, Cp is the polarization capacitor, Ut is the battery terminal voltage,
and IL indicates the load current considered to be positive in the discharge process and negative in the
charge process.

Based on the Thevenin battery model shown in Figure 1, it can be derived that:
•

SOC = − 1
Cn

IL + w1
•
Up = − 1

RpCp
Up +

1
Cp

IL + w2

(2)

Ut = Uoc(SOC)−Up − Ro IL + v (3)

where the black dots above variables represent the differential operators, Up is the terminal voltage
of Cp, w1 and w2 are the process noises added in the SOC and Up, respectively, for indicating model
uncertainties, and v represents the measurement noise added in Ut for indicating the measurement
uncertainties. The process noises wi (i = 1, 2) and the measurement noise v are usually assumed to be
uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian white sequences.

Assuming x (=[SOC, Up]T) as the state vector, IL as the input variable, and Ut as the output
variable, Equations (2) and (3) can be transformed into discrete-time state expressions as:(

SOCk
Up,k

)
=

(
1 0
0 exp(−1/(RpCp))

)(
SOCk−1
Up,k−1

)
+

(
ηc/Cn

Rp(1− exp(−1/(RpCp)))

)
IL,k−1 +

(
w1,k
w2,k

)
(4)

Ut,k =
(

dUoc(SOC)
d(SOC) −1

)( SOCk−1
Up,k−1

)
− R0 IL,k + vk (5)

where the subscript k represents the value of the corresponding variable at time step k.

2.3. Online Estimation for Model Parameters

The battery parameters are well-known to be changeable with some factors, e.g., the operating
current, depth of charge/discharge, the cyclic charge/discharge process, and temperature, so that a
fixed-parameter battery model inevitably leads to significant model error, reducing the SOC estimation
accuracy. Therefore, in this study, we use the recursive least squares algorithm with an interactively
selected forgetting factor to online identify the battery model parameters for the purpose of improving
the battery model accuracy. It will be proved that the online parameter identification-based battery
model is valuable for raising SOC estimation accuracy in Section 4.2.

The transfer function of the battery model in Figure 1 can be written as:

G(s) =
Ud(s)
IL(s)

=
Rp

1 + RpCps
+ Ro (6)

where Ud (=Uoc − Ut) is defined as subtracting the battery terminal voltage Ut from the open-circuit
voltage Uoc.

Using the bilinear transform rule, i.e., s = 2
T

1−z−1

1+z−1 , where T is the sampling period, selected to
be one second herein, the discrete-time form of the system transfer function in Equation (6) can be
obtained as:

G(z−1) =
Ud(z−1)

IL(z−1)
=

k2 + k3z−1

1 + k1z−1 (7)
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where
k1 =

1−2τp
1+2τp

k2 =
Ro+Rp+2R0τp

1+2τp

k3 =
Ro+Rp−2R0τp

1+2τp

(8)

where τp = RpCp is the time-constant of the parallel RC network.
The discrete transfer function in Equation (7) can be further transformed into a time-domain

difference equation as:

Uoc(k)−Ut(k) = −k1Uoc(k− 1) + k1Ut(k− 1) + k2 IL(k) + k3 IL(k− 1) (9)

Define 
ϕ(k) = [ −(Uoc(k− 1)−Ut(k− 1)); IL(k); IL(k− 1) ]

θ(k) == [ k1; k2; k3 ]

y(k) = Ud(k) = Uoc(k)−Ut(k)

(10)

The discrete time-domain difference expression in Equation (9) can be rewritten as:

y(k) = ϕT(k)θ(k) + ξ(k) (11)

where ξ is a Gaussian stochastic random noise variable with mean 0.
The vector θ(k) in Equation (11) can be further solved using the recursive least square algorithm

with forgetting factor λ (typically λ = [0.95, 1]) formulated as:

e(k) = y(k)− ϕT(k)θ̂(k− 1)

G(k) = P(k)ϕ(k)
λ+ϕT(k)P(k−1)ϕ(k)

θ̂(k) = θ̂(k− 1) + G(k)e(k)

P(k) = 1
λ (P(k− 1)− G(k)ϕT(k)P(k− 1))

(12)

where e(k) is the estimation error of the battery terminal voltage, G(k) is the algorithm gain, and P(k) is
the covariance matrix.

Finally, according to the expressions of k1, k2, and k3 in Equation (8), the battery model parameters
involving Ro, Rp, and Cp can be calculated as:

Ro =
k2−k3
1−k1

Rp = 2(k3−k1k2)

1−k2
1

Cp = (1−k1)
2

4(k3−k1k2)

(13)

2.4. Battery Model Validation

In Equation (9), the open-circuit voltage Uoc is taken as a given parameter, so in order to recursively
update the battery model parameters through Equation (13), we need to determine the OCV-SOC
equation first. In this study, a sequence of pulsed discharging experiments were implemented for the
purpose of collecting the data used to determine the battery OCV-SOC curve. Based on the tested data,
a fifth-order polynomial in Equation (14) is selected to characterize the dynamic variation of OCV with
SOC, and the measured data and fitted curve are simultaneously presented in Figure 2. It can be seen
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that the fitted curve nearly goes across each tested data point, revealing that the selected fifth-order
polynomial can characterize the variation of OCV with SOC very well.

OCV = 10.5592× SOC5 − 32.1144× SOC4 + 36.3038× SOC3−
18.5391× SOC2 + 4.913764.91376× SOC + 3.0253

(14)
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In this study, the estimated battery terminal voltage is compared with the measured one to assess
the accuracy of the online parameter determination. Results based on the New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC) and Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS) tests are shown in Figures 3a and 4a,
respectively, and the associated voltage errors are presented in Figures 3b and 4b. From Figure 4, it is
clear that the relative maximum error and mean error under the NEDC are, respectively, about 0.69%
and 0.0286%, and those under the FUDS are about 1.55% and 0.0358%, respectively. Therefore, we can
conclude that the variable parameter battery model with online parameter update can well-simulate
the dynamic voltage behaviors of the battery.
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3. An Improved ACKF for SOC Estimation

It is well-known that both the process noise covariance and measurement noise covariance of
KF-based algorithms have a distinct influence on their filtering performance and stability. In the
standard CKF algorithm, both the process noise covariance and the measurement noise covariance
are selected to be constant values, which need to be carefully pre-specified. Inappropriate values
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of the process noise covariance or the measurement noise covariance or both usually cause a large
estimation error. Furthermore, the values of these two noise covariances for a practical battery system
in electric vehicles vary with random disturbances from sensor drift and parameter uncertainties due
to battery time-varying behaviors. Therefore, adaptive update of the process noise covariance matrix
and measurement noise covariance matrix could be helpful to improve aspects of the algorithm’s
performance, such as estimation accuracy and convergence rate. In this paper, an adaptive cubature
Kalman filter based on the improved Sage–Husa maximum posterior estimator is proposed for battery
SOC estimation. A recursive process based on the improved Sage–Husa maximum posterior estimator
is employed to update the estimation of the unknown process noise covariance Q and measurement
noise covariance R in each step. Then, the real-time updated noise statistical feature is substituted into
the CKF algorithm, improving the filtering result of the CKF algorithm under unknown system noise.

The recursive process of the proposed adaptive cubature Kalman filter for battery SOC estimation
can be summarized as follows [44]:

(1) Initialization of Parameters

1.1 Select the initial value of the posteriori error covariance P0

1.2 Select the initial value of the process noise covariance Q0

1.3 Select the initial value of the measurement noise covariance R0

1.4 Calculate the initial mean value x0 and covariance P0 with randomly selected state vector
x0 as follows:

x0 = E[x0] (15)

P0 = E[(x0 − x0)(x0 − x0)
T ]. (16)

(2) Time update

2.1 Factorize the error covariance Pk−1 as

Sk−1 = chol(Pk−1) (17)

where chol(.) represents the Cholesky decomposition.
2.2 Calculate the cubature points

x(i)k−1 = Sk−1ξ(i) + x̂k−1 (18)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , 2n (n denotes the number of state variables), and ξ is the set of standard
cubature points given by:

ξ(i) =

{ √
n[1](i) i = 1, 2, · · · n
−
√

n[1](i) i = n + 1, n + 2, · · · 2n
(19)

where [1](i) represents the i-th column vector of identity matrix.
2.3 Propagate the cubature points through the process equation and calculate the predicted

state values
χ
(i)
k = f (x(i)k−1, uk−1) (20)

xk =
1

2n

2n

∑
i=1

χ
(i)
k . (21)
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2.4 Calculate the propagated covariance

Pk =
1

2n

2n

∑
i=1

(χ
(i)
k − xk)(χ

(i)
k − xk)

T
+ Qk−1 (22)

where Qk−1 denotes the process noise covariance matrix.

(3) Measurement update

3.1 Factorize the error covariance again

Sk = chol(Pk). (23)

3.2 Recalculate the cubature points

x(i)k = Skξ(i) + x̂k (i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n). (24)

3.3 Propagate the cubature points through the measurement equation and calculate the
predicted measurement values

y(i)k = h(x(i)k , uk) (25)

yk =
1

2n

2n

∑
i=1

y(i)k . (26)

3.4 Calculate the covariance estimation

Py
k =

1
2n

2n

∑
i=1

(y(i)k − yk)(y
(i)
k − yk)

T
+ Rk−1 (27)

Pxy
k =

1
2n

2n

∑
i=1

(xi
k − xk)(yi

k − yk)
T

(28)

where Rk−1 denotes the measurement noise covariance matrix.
3.5 Calculate the Kalman gain

Kk = Pxy
k (Py

k )
−1

. (29)

3.6 Update the state prediction
x̂k = xk + Kk(yk − yk) (30)

where yk represents the measured output, i.e., the battery terminal voltage for SOC estimation.
3.7 Update the error covariance

Pk = Pk − KkPy
k KT

k . (31)

(4) Adaptive update of Qk and Rk.

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3, the process noise covariance and measurement noise
covariance are changeable due to random disturbances and parameter uncertainties. In this paper,
according to the improved Sage–Husa maximum posterior estimator and the output voltage residual
sequence of the battery model, both of these two noise covariance matrices are adaptively updated as:
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dk =
1−b

1−bk+1

Fk = ekeT
k

Qk = (1− dk)Qk−1 + dkKFkKT

Rk = (1− dk)Rk−1 + dkFk

}
· · · k < L; k = 1, 2, 3 . . .

Qk = (1− dk)Qk−1 + dk(KFkKT + Pk − Pk|k−1)

Rk = (1− dk)Rk−1 + dk(Fk − Py
k|k−1)

 · · · k ≥ L; k = L + N ∗ S; N = 1, 2, 3 . . .

(32)

where b is a forgetting factor used to limit the memory length of the filter. Usually, the value of b is
selected as 0.95 < b < 0.99. A larger value of b means a stronger effect of newly measured data on the
current estimation, so b should accordingly be a larger value when the noise statistics change rapidly.
Herein, b = 0.97 is selected. ek and Fk are the voltage residual and voltage residual squared error at
time step k, respectively. L is a moment that changes a biased estimator to an unbiased estimator, and S
is the step length. In this paper, L = 1000 and S = 20 are selected.

4. Experimental Verification and Discussion

4.1. Battery Test Bench

We established a test bench presented in Figure 5 to evaluate the proposed improved ACKF
algorithm for battery SOC estimation. The test bench consists of a battery cycler, a desktop computer,
and the tested lithium-ion battery.
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The battery cycler specified as NEWARE BTS4000 is used to discharge and charge the battery 
cells according to the programmed current profiles, as well as to collect the battery voltage and 
current. The voltage and current measurement ranges of the cycler are 0~5 V and −6~6 A, respectively, 
and the measurement accuracy of the voltage and current are both higher than 0.1%. The desktop 
computer is applied to control and monitor the battery cycler via Ethernet cables, as well as to store 
the voltage and current data collected by the battery cycler. The tested lithium-ion battery cells are 
INR18650-25R developed by SAMSUNG SDI, whose nominal capacity is 2500 mAh, nominal voltage 
is 3.6 V, charging and discharging cutoff voltages are 4.2 V and 2.5 V, respectively, and maximum 
continuous discharging current reaches to 20 A. The sampling period of the battery current and 
voltage are both selected to be one second. In this paper, we are concerned with the estimation 
accuracy and convergence rate at different initial SOC errors of the SOC estimation algorithms. 

Figure 5. Configuration of the battery test bench.

The battery cycler specified as NEWARE BTS4000 is used to discharge and charge the battery
cells according to the programmed current profiles, as well as to collect the battery voltage and current.
The voltage and current measurement ranges of the cycler are 0~5 V and −6~6 A, respectively, and the
measurement accuracy of the voltage and current are both higher than 0.1%. The desktop computer is
applied to control and monitor the battery cycler via Ethernet cables, as well as to store the voltage
and current data collected by the battery cycler. The tested lithium-ion battery cells are INR18650-25R
developed by SAMSUNG SDI, whose nominal capacity is 2500 mAh, nominal voltage is 3.6 V, charging
and discharging cutoff voltages are 4.2 V and 2.5 V, respectively, and maximum continuous discharging
current reaches to 20 A. The sampling period of the battery current and voltage are both selected to
be one second. In this paper, we are concerned with the estimation accuracy and convergence rate at
different initial SOC errors of the SOC estimation algorithms.
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4.2. SOC Estimation Accuracy

Experimental data collected from typical driving cycle tests are commonly used to evaluate the
properties of SOC estimation algorithms. In this section, the widely used New European Driving
Cycle (NEDC) and Federal Urban Driving Schedule (FUDS) cycles are selected to simulate the typical
driving conditions of electric vehicles on roads. Figures 6 and 7 respectively show the battery current
profiles under the NEDC and FUDS cycles.
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The proposed ACKF algorithm was compared with two existing algorithms, i.e., the UKF and
the standard CKF, to validate its effectiveness and superiority in improving SOC estimation accuracy.
Specially, the online parameter identification is compared with the offline parameter identification to
prove its benefit to accuracy improvement of SOC estimation.

The SOC estimation results under the NEDC and FUDS cycles are respectively shown in
Figures 8 and 9, where the blue dashed-line represents the reference SOC calculated by the Coulomb
counting methodology with accurately measured current values, the red solid-line reveals the estimated
SOC using the UKF algorithm based on online parameter identification (FRLS-UKF), the green
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solid-line indicates the estimated SOC using the traditional CKF algorithm based on online parameter
identification (FRLS-CKF), the black solid-line describes the estimated SOC using the adaptive CKF
algorithm based on online parameter identification (FRLS-ACKF), and the blue solid-line represents
the estimated SOC using the ACKF algorithm based on offline parameter identification (offline-ACKF).
The maximum error and root mean square error (RMSE) of the SOC estimation with precise initial
SOC values are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of SOC estimation without initial SOC error.

Methods
NEDC FUDS

Maximum Error RMSE Maximum Error RMSE

FRLS-UKF 1.84% 1.03% 2.04% 1.28%
FRLS-CKF 1.87% 1.05% 2.09% 1.30%

FRLS-ACKF 1.48% 0.32% 2.04% 0.47%
Offline-ACKF 1.79% 1.04% 2.22% 1.05%

RMSE: root mean square error.
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It can be found from all of the above results that the proposed ACKF-based method is able to
improve the SOC estimation accuracy under both the NEDC and FUDS cycles in comparison with the
other three algorithms. For example, the SOC error is less than 1.48% and the RMSE is about 0.32%
under the NEDC cycles. The maximum SOC error and RMSE are both smaller compared with the CKF
and UKF algorithms under both the NEDC and FUDS cycles. Additionally, the proposed improved
ACKF-based estimator can greatly reduce the SOC estimation fluctuation as compared with the UKF
and CKF algorithms. Specially, the online parameter identification-based SOC estimation is more
accurate and reliable compared with the offline parameter identification-based SOC estimation both
using the ACKF, further validating the benefit of online parameter identification for the improvement
of model accuracy and SOC estimation.

4.3. Convergence Ability with Initial SOC Error

Convergence rate is another important indicator for evaluating the SOC estimation algorithm.
Herein, the steps converged to 5% error bound at different initial SOC values from 50% to 80% with
10% steps under the NEDC and FUDS cycles are obtained to assess the convergence behavior of the
ACKF algorithm as compared with the CKF and UKF algorithms. Figure 10 presents the comparison
results. It can be seen that the convergence rate of the ACKF algorithm is more than five times as fast
as the other two algorithms. Taking as an example, Figure 11 shows the SOC estimation results of the
four algorithms in Figures 8 and 9 with 70% initial SOC under the NEDC cycle. It is clear that the
ACKF algorithm can quickly converge to the reference SOC values with different initial SOC errors
compared with the UKF and CKF algorithms.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, an improved ACKF-based battery SOC estimation algorithm has been proposed.
Since battery model accuracy has a remarkable influence on SOC estimation, parameters of the
Thevenin battery equivalent circuit model are updated online using the forgetting factor recursive
least squares (FRLS) algorithm. Experiments based on the NEDC and FUDS cycles are performed to
evaluate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method as compared with two existing SOC
estimation algorithms, including the UKF and the standard CKF, in terms of estimation accuracy and
convergence rate. Comparison results reveal that the presented improved ACKF-based estimator can
rapidly converge to the reference SOC values at different initial SOC errors. Exactly, its convergence
rate is more than five times as fast as the other two algorithms. In addition, it has a higher tracking
accuracy with lower fluctuation. Furthermore, online parameter identification-based SOC estimation
is highly beneficial to further accuracy improvement. The converged RMSE of SOC estimation without
initial SOC error is less than 0.5% under the NEDC and FUDS cycles.
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